Havenstein celebrates 30 years of service at KDOT

Theresa Havenstein, Research Analyst in the Bureau of Transportation Safety and Technology’s Traffic Safety Section, has achieved a career milestone and is celebrating 30 years of valued service to the State of Kansas.

In 1989, Havenstein started with KDOT’s District One office in Topeka as an Office Assistant II and transferred to Area Four in 1991. She promoted to the Kansas Department of Health and Environment in 1993, then came back to KDOT in the Bureau of Transportation Planning in 1999. She was promoted to her current position in 2009.

Havenstein is responsible for data reporting and analysis on crashes that occur across Kansas and prepares the annual facts book. She also assists with the Strategic Highway Safety Plan and the Highway Safety Improvement Plan. She has received “Excellent in Service” in 2004 and 2008 from the Fatality Analysis Reporting System.

Havenstein and her husband, Michael, have two children, Kaylee and Christopher. They reside in Topeka.
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